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ABSTRACT

An evapotranspiration system was defined as six

coupled, parallel subsystems defined by five rectangular and

one radial, one-dimensional diffusion equations. A block

diagram and system transfer function Were developed for each

subsystem and the subsystems were coupled to obtain a block

diagram of the evapotranspiration system.

The soil heat transfer subsystem was assumed to be de-

fined by the diffusion equation for a homogeneous soil of in-

finite depth with constant diffusivity and heat transfer by

conduction only. The solution of the diffusion equation was

obtained in the frequency domain as the frequency response

function and in the time domain as the convolution integral.

The frequency response function was used as an analytical

model in the form of a gain and a phase function in conjunc-

tion with time series analysis to determine the system con-

stant. A numerical solution of the convolution integral was

used to determine soil heat diffusivity from arbitrary time

distributions of temperature at two depths. The system

response as the temperature at a depth was computed from an

arbitrary time distribution of input temperature given the

diffusivity.
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Results from time series analysis of analytically

generated temperature data gave values for diffusivity from

the gain and phase function of 16.24- and 16.21-cm 2 /hr,

respectively. The value used to generate the data was 16.2

cm 2/hr. The corresponding value of diffusivity obtained from

a trial and error numerical convolution was 16.3 cm 2 /hr.

Values of numerical convolution computed temperature, ob-

tained after 72 hours to remove a starting transient, dif-

fered from the analytically correct temperatures by less than

0.1 ° C for an 8° amplitude or a 16° range. For 50 days of

6-hour interval temperatures the 95 percent confidence inter-

val on diffusivity was within two percent of the analytically

correct value.

Soil temperature data for the 10- and 15-cm depth from

an experiment where cold (4° C) irrigation water was applied,

including the temperature data during the time of irrigation,

was analyzed by time series analysis. The value of diffusiv-

ity obtained from time series analysis and the gain function

was 14.7 cm 2 /hr compared to a range of 15.1 to 16.9 for ampli-

tude and phase plots and 16.6 for a finite difference solu-

tion of the diffusion equation. The value from phase was

21.61 cm 2 /hr which is much higher due to the time-varying

effects of diffusivity or improper alignment of the two time

series. Confidence intervals for diffusivity were very wide

because of the short period of record and because of heat

transfer by moisture during the irrigation. Numerical
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convolution determined values of diffusivity of 15.1-and

14.9-cm 2
/hr for before and after irrigation indicated some

change in soil heat diffusivity with time. Numerical convo-

lution computed temperatures were within 0.17° C of the mea-

sured temperature except during and immediately after the

application of the irrigation water. The maximum error

between measured and computed temperature was 3.88° C.

Time series analysis can be used to determine the

soil heat diffusivity from arbitrary time distributions of

temperatures at two depths. Confidence limits for diffusiv-

ity can be established by certain assumptions as a measure

of the adequacy with which the diffusivity has been deter-

mined. Numerical convolution can also be used to determine

soil heat diffusivity by trial and error from arbitrary time

distributions of temperatures measured at two depths. Sim-

ulation of soil temperatures from arbitrary time distribu-

tions of measured input can be achieved by numerical

convolution.



PROBLEM DEFINITION AND OBJECTIVES

Evapotranspiration is an important factor in water

resources management. For example, evapotranspiration has

a primary role in plant growth and development and thus is

a part of all aspects of irrigation from field application

to project planning. The need to understand the dynamic

variables of evapotranspiration to simulate the growth and

development of a cotton plant provided the stimulus for this

study (Stapleton and Meyers, 1969).

This study was to define a dynamic evapotranspira-

tion system consisting of coupled diffusion processes for

transporting heat and moisture through the soil, plant,

and atmosphere. The conceptual role of systems theory will

be presented to justify its use in defining the evapotrans-

piration system and for analyzing the soil heat transfer

subsystem.

The Evapotranspiration System 

Historically, evapotranspiration was considered as

an empirical process. Evolution to the current concepts of

a dynamic process has occurred as a greater understanding

of the process was obtained. A brief review of the princi-

pal approaches to defining evapotranspiration is presented

below.

1
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Evapotranspiration has been predicted empirically

by measuring pan evaporation (Pruitt, 1966), air temperature

(Criddle, 1966), solar radiation and air temperature (Jensen,

1966) or combinations of various variables (Sellers, 1965,

pp. 168-170). These methods of prediction generally pro-

vide estimates for time periods of a week to a year.

Evapotranspiration has also been treated as a dynam-

ic phenomenon by variations of three basic methods. These

are (Sellers, 1965, p. 146):

1. Eddy correlation method

2. Energy balance method

3. Aerodynamic method

The above methods treat evapotranspiration (ET) as a dynamic

process and Van Bavel (1966) has shown that very good agree-

ment between theory and experiment can be obtained when con-

sidering ET influenced principally by atmospheric variables.

Lemon (1966) has used the aerodynamic method for

studying the relationships between evapotranspiration and

plant growth. Plant response is affected by the variables

describing dynamic evapotranspiration. Gardner and Ehlig

(1963) and Cowan (1965) studied various aspects of water

flow to roots and soil moisture transfer. They tested

several forms of the diffusion equation as mathematical

models for water flow to roots. The emphasis of their

studies was on the soil-plant system.
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Phillip (1966) expressed the idea of considering a

soil-plant-atmosphere continuum. Dynamic studies of the

continuum have been made. Ohmsteade (1966) used a finite

difference, digital model to study a mulch-covered soil.

An analog model was used by Halstead et al (1957) to study

the dynamic continuum. Another analog model including

stomatal control of transpiration was used by Woo, Boersma

and Stone (1966). These studies have provided the basic

concept for the formulation of the ET system.

The description of a dynamic ET system requires the

definition of a soil-plant-atmosphere continuum (Phillip,

1966). Previous research has indicated the basis for

describing the behavior of each subsystem. Van Bavel (1966)

has shown that the effects of atmospheric variables can be

defined by a diffusion equation. For some circumstances

Woo, Boersma, and Stone (1966) concluded that the role of

the plant can be restricted to transport. Ohmsteade (1966)

described the diffusion equations for vertical moisture

and heat transfer to the evaporating surface. Gardner and

Ehlig (1963) and Cowan (1965) have shown the applicability

of the radial form of the diffusion equation for describing

the flow of water to roots. Thus, energy as heat and mass

may be discussed as diffusion processes within the con-

tinuum.
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Systems Theory 

Systems theory has a major application in the analy-

sis of dynamic systems. Systems for which defining dif-

ferential equations can be developed from the physics of

the system are especially adapted for systems analysis.

The coupled diffusion processes of evapotranspiration can

be described by coupled partial differential equations.

Therefore, analysis of evapotranspiration by systems

theory is appropriate.

System representation by using state variable theory

and block diagram manipulation is useful for defining a sys-

tem that is described by coupled multiple order differential

equations (Melsa and Schultz, 1969, Ch. 2). Different block

diagram representations are possible and different purposes

may be served. Thus, better understanding of the system is

achieved.

Systems theory permits the isolation of a component

or subsystem in order to study its dynamic behavior in-

dependently of the remaining subsystems of the system

(Schwarz and Friedland, 1965, p. 2). Complex systems may

be investigated by studying carefully the dynamic behavior

of simple components that can be reassembled to represent

the total system.

Systems analysis deals largely with the solution of

defining differential equations (time domain analysis) and
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the Laplace or Fourier transforms of the differential equa-

tions (frequency domain analysis). Time domain analysis is

important because real systems operate in time. Frequency

domain analysis is important because the mathematics are

simpler and it provides the most important bridge between

theory and experimental evidence (Milsum, 1966, p. 142).

Time domain analysis will be used to compare the

response of the mathematical model to the response of the

real system, but frequency domain analysis will be used to

obtain numerical values for the system parameters as well

as to compare the performance of the mathematical model and

the real system.

System identification from experimental data em-

bodies a general procedure known as time series analysis

(Jenkins and Watts, 1968). The procedures are equivalent

to frequency domain analysis of differential equations.

In the frequency domain, experimental data and mathematical

models may be readily compared as algebraic equations and

the mathematical model verified. These results provide the

justification for the application of systems theory to the

analysis of the evapotranspiration system.

Objectives 

The objectives of this study are to:

1. Define an evapotranspiration system using

linear systems theory.



2. Use systems analysis of the soil heat trans-

fer subsystem to determine:

a. system constant by time series analysis

b. system response by convolution

6



DEFINITION OF THE EVAPOTRANSPIRATION SYSTEM

The evapotranspiration system receives incoming net

solar radiation and achieves an energy balance at the soil

surface by distributing energy to the soil and into the

atmosphere. Energy is distributed by latent and sensible

heat transfer into the atmosphere and by heat and moisture

transfer into the soil.

The evapotranspiration system may be defined by six

subsystems, three in the soil and three within the atmos-

phere. The three within the soil are:

1. heat transfer by conduction

2. heat transfer by vertical moisture movement

3. heat transfer by radial moisture movement.

The three within the atmosphere are:

4. sensible heat transfer

5. evaporation from the soil

6. transpiration from the plants.

The defining equations for each of the above sub-

systems are given below with the initial and boundary con-

ditions and the assumptions necessary for the equations to

be valid. All of the equations given are sometimes not

valid for particular circumstances. Some of the equations

assumed to define the particular subsystem are generally

7
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not valid. The particular linear forms of the equations

were assumed in order to use block diagram algebra to devel-

op a block diagram of the relationships between subsystems.

Subsystem Defining Equations 

The defining equation for heat transfer by conduc-

tion in the soil is:

a 2 T	 .	 aT	 .soil 	1	 soil -

	

2	 K	 @t	 =ax	 S
0	 [1]

with initial and boundary conditions of:

Tsoil (x,0) = T o

T	 (0 t)	 = T (t)soil	 '

where:

Tsoil = 
soil temperature

soil heat diffusivity

vertical distance

= time

T o	
initial soil temperature

surface soil temperature

Equation [1] is valid for a homogeneous, isotropic soil with

a constant soil heat diffusivity.

Moisture transfer in the soil transports some heat

by convection, but more importantly moisture transferred to

[la]

[lb]
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the surface and converted to vapor results in large amounts

of latent heat transfer. The defining equations for mois-

ture transfer within soil provide a means for describing

the processes that dynamically supply moisture for latent

heat transfer. The result is a better description of the

dynamic performance of the ET system.

Soil moisture transfer is a combination of vertical

flow to the soil surface and radial flow to the roots of

the plant. Phillip (1969) gives an equation for combined

vertical and radial flow. The linearized form is:

K0 Da0	 r	 9 ) +
2
e 	y DO

at = r Dr ' r ar	 -0 ax 2 - -1 3x

where:

= soil moisture content for combined flow

0 = 
soil moisture diffusivity (assumed constant)

= radial distance from root

K
1 

= derivative of the hydraulic conductivity with

respect to moisture content (assumed

constant)

Conceptually, Equation [2] has a radial flow component and

a vertical flow component and these components may be con-

sidered individually.

The defining equation for vertical moisture movement

alone is given from Equation [2] as:

[2]



2	
.	 a	 a	 -soil	 °soil	 °soil 

K
1ax

2	 0
9t

with initial and boundary conditions of:

Osoil (x,0) = G o

elsoil (0,t)	 es (t)

10

[2a]

[2b]

[2c]

where:

°soil = volumetric soil moisture content for

vertical flow

0
o	

= initial soil moisture content

= surface soil moisture content

Phillip (1969) shows that Equation [2a] can be sim-

plified further to give:

a 2 e*	 ae* 
[2d]

2	 K DtDx O

where:

°* (x , t) = °soil -
0) e -[(K i x/2	 - (K 1 2 t/4K )]0 

[2e]

0* (x,0)	 = 0	 [2f]
2

0* (0,t) = (0
S 

-
o
) e

+(K
1 

t/4K) 
= 0*	 [2g]

Equation [2d] is of the form of Equation [1] and has

the restricting assumption of a constant diffusivity. To

permit the assumption of a constant diffusivity, moisture

changes will be restricted to small increments about 00.
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Phillip (1969) and Gardner (1959) have discussed the appli-

cability of various forms of Equation [2d]. Approximate

effects of gravity have been included.

The vertical component of Equation [2] was desig-

nated 0soil and the radial component will be designated

root	 The radial flow component of 
Equation [2] will now

.

be written as a separate equation. The radial flow com-

ponent which represents radial moisture movement to roots

is described by the diffusion equation in cylindrical co-

ordinates of the form:

2
D eag	 be

root 	1 root 	1 root 
2

-	 +	 -	 - 0
r Dr	 K0 Dt1-. 

3]

with initial and boundary conditions of:

root (r,O) = G o	
[3a]

30
lim	 27r Ke TT = - q

	[3b]2 7r

 o

where:

= radial distance from root

= negative of volumetric flow per unit length

of root. It is the transpiration rate per

unit length of root.

G	 = soil moisture content for radial flowroot

r
o	

= outer radius of root

C".
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Equation [3] is an equation for an infinite line

sink with boundary condition [3b]. Thus, the equation is

not appropriate at the surface at x = O. At the surface

radial flow is probably not as significant as vertical

flow. At greater depths radial flow is significant and

Equation [3] provides a means for dynamically removing

water by transpiration. Gardner and Ehlig (1963) and

Cowan (1965) have studied the applicability of various

solutions of Equation [3].

For sensible heat transfer into the atmosphere the

defining equation is:

29 T .	 9T .air 	1 	air
KA atax 2 0	 [4]

with initial and boundary conditions of:

Tair (x,0) = T
o	

[4a]

Tair (0,t) = Ts (t)	 [4b]

where:

T air = air temperature

KA	 = air 
heat diffusivity

To account for the effects of momentum transfer

the effect of wind velocity must be considered. The assump-

tion of a constant heat diffusivity, KA , negates the effect

of momentum transfer. The assumption was still necessary

for the linear form of Equation [4]. For most conditions

this is impractical. However, for some conditions the
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assumption that KA is constant over small increments of

space may prove to be sufficient for practical purposes of

analysis. Further, a constant KA with height can perhaps

be defined as a mean integrated diffusivity for x as de-

fined by Gardner (1959) for K for soil moisture.

Evaporation is dependent on vertical transfer of

soil moisture to the soil surface. Transpiration depends

upon radial flow of water to plant roots and then vertical

transfer to the plant foliage. Radial flow into the roots

of the plant is commonly assumed to be the process limiting

water available for transpiration. Since two different

dynamic equations are available, one to supply water for

evaporation and one to supply water for transpiration,

then latent heat transfer will be described by two equations,

one for evaporation and one for transpiration.

The diffusion equation for evaporation from the

soil surface is:

2 e E	 1 De E 0	 [5]

with initial and boundary conditions of:

eE (x,0) = e o
	 [Sa]

e E (0, t) = 
e ES (t)	 [513]

where:

bc 2	 KE

e E = specific humidity of air for evaporation

KE = vapor diffusivity in air for evaporation
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e
o 

= initial specific humidity

eES = specific humidity for evaporation at the soil

surface

For transpiration from plants the defining equation

is:

D
2

e T 	1 T _
2	 KT Dt

DX
0	 [6]

with initial and boundary conditions of:

eT 
(x,0) = e o
	 [6a]

eT (0,t)[ 6b]
= eTS (t)

where: e T	
= specific humidity of air for trans-

piration

KT	
= vapor diffusivity of air for trans-

piration

eTs
	= specific humidity for transpiration at

the plant surface

The diffusivity of vapor into air is also influenced

by momentum transfer. As in heat transfer, the diffusivity

coefficient is assumed to be constant.

System Block Diagram Definition

The defining equations for evapotranspiration are

second order, linear, partial differential equations of the

diffusive type. A block diagram representation of the ET

system will now be developed from the above equations.
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Laplace transforms of the equations give the frequency do-

main representation of the system. In the frequency domain

the system input and output can be related by algebraic

equations, and the results can be shown in block diagram

form (Melsa and Schultz, 1969, pp. 11-81).

Laplace transform of the time variable for the six

equations for zero initial conditions gives:

2—d T	 .soil R_ 7 	.
	dx 2	 K	 soil

6-* = 0

d2
*root 	1 dUroot 	p  7
dr 2	 r	 dr	 Ke root = 0

d 2 .air 	p 	0

dx
2	 KA	 air

de 	p 0
dx 2	 KE E

2—

	I - R—	 = 0
dx 2	 KT T

where p is called the Laplace transform parameter and the

bar over the variable indicates the Laplace transform of

the variable.

d* 

dx 2

[lc]

[2d]

[3c]

[4c]

[Sc]

[6c]



The roots of the characteristic equation of

[lc] are:

(D 2 - i—)	 = 0

D = A-1
-	 KS

D is the operator notation for d/dx and the Laplace

transform of the boundary condition for Equation [lb] gives:

C[Ts (0,t)] = T s (p)	 [8]

f indicates the Laplace transform

The solution of Equation [lc] in terms of the trans-

form variables which requires that the temperature be finite

as x . and take on the value T as x 0 is:

KsT(x,p) = Ts(p)e	
x

where T is the surface temperature as the input and 7(x,p)

is the output.

The block diagram representation of this relation-

ship is shown in Figure 1. The transfer function, H 1 , is

defined by:

H =
1

e [le]

and is explained as the operation of the system H 1 on 7

to produce T(x,p).

16

[7a]

[7b]

[1d]
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ts (P)
H 1

( p)/2uK e
cm 
	

H 3
.6 root (1., p	J dis

Figure 1. Block diagram of the soil
heat transfer system

Figure 2. Block diagram of the radial flow
of water to roots subsystem
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The form of Equation [3c] for radial flow of water

to roots is the modified Bessel equation and has a solution

of the form (Hantush, 1964):

root (r'P) = C 1 Ko (rip/Ke) + C 2 I o (rip/Ke )	 [9a]

and C
1 

and C
2 
are arbitrary constants to be evaluated from

the boundary conditions. K o is the modified Bessel function

of zero order and second kind, and I
o 
is the modified Bessel

function of zero order and first kind. The requirement that

root (x,p) remain finite as r	 corequires that C 2 = O.g
The result is:

groot (r 'P ) = C 1 K o (r/p/Ke )
	

[9b]

From the boundary condition as r	 r o the evaluation

of C
1 

gives:

Zfr(10)
root	 'P)	 21-rK	  K o (rip/KG )	 [9b]g

where C-1 1.(p) is the input or the rate of flow per unit

length of the root and -0- (r,p) is the moisture content at

any distance, r, taken radially from the root.

The block diagram representation of this relation-

ship is shown in Figure 2. The transfer function, H
3' 

is

given by:



H = K (r6717)3	 o

Equations [lc] and [3c] were used to develop block

diagrams for the subsystems for heat transfer in the soil

and for water flow to roots. The defining equations for the

other four subsystems may be used as was Equation [1c] to

obtain the other four block diagrams.

The boundary conditions at the surface, x = 0, are

defined in terms of the surface variables, G*S' TS' e ES'
The energy balance equation is solved with T as thee TS'

variable that achieves the energy balance. The specific

humidities, e Es and eTS' are dependent variables that can

be related to the surface temperature (Sellers, 1965, pp.

168-169). The moisture content, G* ' is a dependent var-S

iable that can be related to the surface temperature and

specific humidity (Ohmstede, 1966). The moisture content

at the surface then defines the rate of moisture transfer

to the surface by vertical moisture flow and by radial

flow of water to roots. The flow rate, q r , is thus related

to the surface moisture content.

Since they are dependent, a new variable will be

defined such that:

g	 0*	 e ES	 eTS - Xr	 sS [10]

where	 means is related to, and Xs uniquely specifies

the values of the other variables.

19
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The subsystems may be combined to describe the opera-

tion of an evapotranspiration system. The ET system is de-

fined by the combined block diagram in Figure 3 with six

subsystems acting in parallel. The input is net radiation,

RN .

Net radiation as an input to the ET system is a

variable dependent upon total incoming and outgoing radia-

tion. The outgoing radiation is a function of the surface

temperature and other factors. It is possible to describe

these relationships in Figure 3. However, the energy avail-

able for use by the ET system is the net radiation. Thus,

the relationships between the various components of incoming

and outgoing radiation have not been included.

The net radiation is a through variable and can be

defined as the input of each subsystem or as an across

variable that is a potential (Cannon, 1967, p. 32). Flow

into each subsystem is from highest to lowest potential.

Heat flow into each subsystem is positive and heat loss is

negative.

The transfer functions H 2' H4' H 5' and H6 are

defined by solutions of Equations [2d], [4c], [Sc], and

[6c] as:

H2 = e
	 x	 [2e]

H4 = e	
x	 [4e]
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Figure 3. The evapotranspiration system
as coupled subsystems



-/p/K xH
5
 = e	 E

H6 = e -4/KT x

The block diagram of the ET system has been obtained.

The transfer functions defined by Equations [le]

through [6e] are in terms of the Laplace transform variable

of time and the space variable, x. The inverse Laplace

transforms of these functions define the time domain response

of the subsystems. The frequency response is obtained by

converting the Laplace transform to the Fourier transform.

The block diagram for the evapotranspiration system

defined previously provides a conceptual definition of the

relationships between the six subsystems of a relatively

complex system. Segments of the system can be isolated for

detailed study as, for example, isolating the subsystem

that transfers heat within the soil. When a mathematical

representation for a subsystem has been shown to adequately

represent the real system, then the components may be placed

together to represent the real subsystem. Thus, the block

diagram for the system provides the basis for understanding

the operation of the total system and for studying in detail

each subsystem.

22
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LINEAR SYSTEMS THEORY

The soil heat transfer subsystem was studied by the

application of systems analysis and time series analysis.

This section presents the basic theory of linear systems

analysis necessary for the study.

Systems Analysis 

Schwarz and Friedland (1965, pp. 1-2) defined a

system as "... a collection of interconnected components

in which there is specified a set of dynamic variables called

inputs, or excitations, and another set called responses,

or outputs." The objective of systems analysis is to deter-

mine the response of the system to a specified set of excita-

tions or inputs.

A system is linear if it satisfies the principle of

superposition (Schwarz and Friedland, 1965, p. 12). Mathe-

matically,

H(A X1 + B X 2 ) = A HX, + B HX 2	[12]

where

A, B are constants

H is the operator on X to produce a response or

the system transfer function

X is the input to the system.

23
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A system is linear if, and only if, it has the

properties of additivity and homogeneity. If the response

of the system to an input, X 1 , is Y 1 and the response to an

input, X
2' is Y 2' then the additive	 property of linear sys-

tems requires that the response of the system to the input,

X1 + X2' be the sum of the responses, Y 1 + Y2' It can be

shown that the additive	 property implies the homogeneous

property. A system is linear also if its behavior can be

described by a linear differential equation.

Another important property of a system is time-

invariance (stationarity) which is defined as a condition

where the input and output relations do not change with

time (Schwarz and Friedland, 1965, p. 7). The time-

invariance property means that the response of the system

to an input depends only on the shape of the input, and

not on the time of application.

A causal system is one whose response to an input

does not depend on future values of the input. A causal

system is analogous to a physical system in that physical

systems do not anticipate inputs.

A system may further be classified as dynamic or in-

stantaneous ( Schwarz and Friedland, 1965, pp. 10-11). An

instantaneous system has an output at time, t l , that depends

only upon the input at time, t l . Otherwise, the system is

said to be dynamic. Thus, a dynamic system is a system that
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has memory, and the output at any time, t l , depends not only

upon the input at time, t l , but on past values of input also.

For a linear system the unit impulse response or any

of the related elementary functions (i.e., unit step response

unit ramp response, etc.) completely characterize the system

(Schwarz and Friedland, pp. 66-79). Thus, if the unit im-

pulse response of a system is known, then the response of the

system to any input can be determined, since any input func-

tion can be resolved into a continuum of impulse inputs.

The input and output relationship for a linear system

is defined by the convolution integral (Jenkins and Watts,

1968, pp. 34-36). For a linear, time-invariant system the

convolution relationship is written as:

Y(t) = _//- h(t - T) X(T) dT
	

[13]
0

Y(t) is the system response at time, t.

h(t - T) is the system impulse response at T T < t

X(T) is the input to the system

Convolution involves the displacement of each h( T )

by t, folding of h(t - T) about t = 0, and integration under

the product curve of [X(T)] [h(t - T )]. Physically, convolu-

tion is the weighting of the input X(T) from T = O to T = t

to produce the response Y(t).

The convolution integral is of great importance in

linear systems because if either of two characteristics are

known, that is Y(t), h(t), or X(t), then the other property
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can be determined. Also, by using an input and output for

the model identical to a physical system, then differences

between h(t) for the model and h(t) for the system can be

determined. Thus, the adequacy of the model in representing

the physical system can be investigated. Techniques are also

available to improve the adequacy of h(t) for the model in

representing h(t) for the physical system.

The frequency response of a linear system is the

steady-state response of the system to an oscillatory or si-

nusoidal input. Frequency response analysis has mathemati-

cal foundation, commonly by Fourier and Laplace transforms,

and frequency response characteristics of a system can be

determined experimentally. An extension of frequency res-

ponse analysis is generalized harmonic analysis.

Harmonic analysis is the statistical analysis of

time series of input and output for a linear system. Thus,

not only does frequency response provide system characteris-

tics, it also provides a means for conversion of experimental

data to a form convenient for comparison with analytical re-

sults. It also permits the comparison of the results from

statistical analysis of input and output functions for the

system with the analytically assumed response developed from

the mathematical model.

Schwarz and Friedland (1965, p. 184) show that the

convolution relationship expressed by Equation [13] can be

transformed by Laplace transform to obtain:
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Y(P)	 H(P) X(P)
	

[14]

where:

7(p) = the steady state frequency response output

17(p) = the complex frequency response function

7(p) = the sinusoidal system input

The great utility of the Laplace transform is that

171(p) is identically the Laplace transform of the impulse

response function h(t-r) given in Equation [13].

Substitution of the relation: p = a + iw with a = 0

into Equation [14] obtains the frequency response defined by:

Y(iw) = H(iw) X(iw)	 [15]

Equation [15] is equivalent to the Fourier transform

of Equation [13] and will be used later in time series analy-

sis of data.

Frequency domain analysis provides two very useful

advantages. One is that the difficult integration required

in Equation [13] has been reduced to a simple multiplication,

Equation [14], in order to obtain system response in the fre-

quency domain. The other is that each segment of a true si-

nusoidal signal has been transformed to the frequency domain.

The ratio of input to output can be used to define the system

frequency response and the system constant determined using

the experimental data. Convolution in the frequency domain

is then used to obtain the response to all the sinusoidal

signals that combine to make up the input. This advantage
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or principle is the dominant justification for time series

analysis of system data.

Time Series Analysis 

The representation of time series by trigonometric

functions is a part of Fourier analysis or harmonic analy-

sis. With this method an aperiodic function can be represented

by a finite number of sine or cosine functions. The aperiodic

function is obtained by adding the finite number of harmonics

necessary to reproduce the original signal.

It is difficult to describe how the transformation

of a number of discrete data points that describe a time series

can be transformed into a frequency domain. However, the time

series, represented by the finite number of discrete data points,

can be represented by the sum of a number of sine functions.

Each of the sine functions is then multiplied by a complex

exponential and integrated to transform each of the harmonics

or sine functions into the frequency domain. In the frequen-

cy domain, the frequency representation of the original sig-

nal is obtained by summing the harmonics that were transformed

into that domain.

The concepts discussed above can be illustrated by

a simple example using harmonic analysis. Figure 4 is the

graph of temperature versus time for a sinusoidal tempera-

ture variation. The amplitude is labelled AT and the period,

P, is equal to the time for one full cycle of the sine wave.
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Figure 4. A graph of sinusoidal
temperature variation

AT

Figure 5. Frequency domain graph of sinus-
oidal temperature variation
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The transformation of this time signal into the frequency do-

main results in the graph in Figure 5 where T is the ampli-

tude as previously indicated in Figure 4 and f l is identically
1equal to 15.	 Thus, a continuous time series that is a perfect

sine wave in the time domain can be represented by a point

in the frequency domain.

Figure 6 is the representation of a function, T(t),

which is the sum of two sine waves. The first approximation

is one sine wave, T i (t), which transformed into the frequen-

cy domain is shown in Figure 7a. A better representation of

this signal is obtained by the sum of the two sine waves as

shown in Figure 6. Transformation of those two sine waves

results in the two points distributed at the two frequencies

shown in Figure 7b. The total amplitude of the signal at

any time would be the sum of the amplitudes of the two indi-

vidual sine waves of different frequencies. Thus, the repre-

sentation of any time signal by Fourier transform of each

harmonic is the process of transformation into the frequency

domain of a time series represented by discrete data points.

Time Domain Analysis

Time series analysis of discrete data from input and

output of a system has been used for a number of different

applications. Jenkins and Watts (1968) present the theory

and some applications of time series analysis. A brief

general description of the concepts of time series analysis



T(t ) =1-1 (f) + T2 (t )

T1 (t). AT1 Sin(2-rr/Nt

T2 (t)=AT2 Sin(2rr/2P)t
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Figure 6. Two sine waves and the
sum of two sine waves

AT

AT

f2
(b)

Figure 7. Frequency domain representation
of one and two sine waves

f l
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will be presented here. The detailed theory and assumptions

are given in Jenkins and Watts (1968).

A time series of discrete data points sampled at con-

stant intervals can be represented by another relationship

known as the autocorrelation function. The autocorrelation

function is a function that presents the distribution of

the mean and the distribution of variance as a function of

lag between the initial data point and succeeding data points.

The autocovariance function is defined by (Jenkins

and Watts, 1968, p. 149):

y	 (u) = E [(X(t) - p) (X(t+u) - p) ]xx
[16]

= Coy [X(t), X(t + u)]

where yxx (u) is the autocovariance function as a function

of lag, u; X(t) is the discrete values of the time series;

p is the mean of the array of discrete values of the time

series; E [(X(t) - p)] is the expected value of the time

series; and Coy is the covariance of X(t) and X(t + u)

The autocorrelation function is defined by:

y	 (u)xx p	 (u) -xx	 y (o)xx
[17]

and is defined as the autocovariance function at lag, u,

divided by the autocovariance function at zero lag or the

variance of the time series.
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The autocovariance function is estimated by:

1 N-u
c
xx

(u) = K E	 (X
t 

- X) (X
t+u - X), 0 < u < L - 1 [18]t=1

and

Xtt = 1

where N is the number of discrete data points; u is discrete

time; L is the number of covariance lags; and Y is the mean

of the time series.

The autocorrelation function is estimated by:

c (u)xx r (u) -
xx

When dealing with data of different scales of

measurement, the autocorrelation function is used and it

gives a visual picture of the manner in which the dependence

between values of a series damps out as a function of time.

However, its principal use is as an intermediate step in

transferring the data into the frequency domain.

When two time series are involved, for example, the

input and output of a linear system, then the cross covari-

ance function is defined (Jenkins and Watts, 1968, p. 324):

y xy (u) = E [(Xx (t) - p x) (Xy (t+u) - py )]

(u) = E [(X (t) - p ) (X (t+u) - p )]yx	 Y	 y	 x	 Y

[20a]

[20b]

[19]

cxx(0)



X	 (u) = 1 [y	 (u) + y	 (-u)]xy	 2	 xy	 xy

(u) - Yxy (-U)

[20d]

[20e]
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where X

x 
is the input and X>, is the output of the linear sys-

tem. The cross covariance function between the two time

series can be described as above with two functions. The

two functions are related by:

y	 (u)xy	 = Y (U)yx [20c]

The two functions may be replaced by one function, y (u),xy

which is defined over equal intervals on both sides of zero.

The cross covariance function, y xy (u), defined over

positive and negative intervals may be written as the sum of

an even part x xy	 xy
(u) and an odd part ip (u) as (Jenkins and

Watts, 1968, p. 346):

The cross correlation function is defined by:

(u)
p	 (u) - xY	xy	 y	 (0)y	 (0)	xx	 Yy

[21]

1
c (u) = K 	(Xxt -Y) (Xyt+u-X),	 0 < u < L-1	 [22a]xy t=1

N-u
c (-u) = 1 E	 (X	 -Y ) (X	 -	 ), 0 < u < L-1 [22b]
xy	 N 

t=	
xt+u x	 yt	 y

The cross covariance function is estimated by:

N-u



Ïi = .1	 xi t, i = x,y
t=1

The cross correlation function is estimated by:

c (u)
r (u) - )97xy Ire xx (0)C yy (0)

Equation [13] defined the relationships between the

input and output for a linear system and states that the out-

put can be calculated by taking a weighted average of the

input with the weighting function h(T). Jenkins and Watts

(1968, p. 154-155) show that the linear system can be de-

fined by:

y xy (u) =‘if h(v) 1 (v) dv, u > 0xx [6]

Of great importance is the fact that the linear sys-

tem which best approximates the given process is completely

defined by the covariance functions y xx (u) and y xy (u).

Time series analysis and linear systems analysis are thus

related. An alternate way of stating the relationship given

in Equation [24] is, given time series of input, X, and

output, Y, the weighting function, h (v), can be identified.

Equation [24] has the form of the convolution relation given

previously by Equation [13].

35

[23]
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Frequency Domain Analysis

Since discrete data can be adequately represented by

the covariance function, a basis is provided for transfor-

mation of time series into the frequency domain. Jenkins

and Watts (1968) show that the Fourier transform of the auto-

covariance function is the spectrum for the time series being

analyzed.

The power spectrum of a linear process is defined by

Jenkins and Watts (1968, p. 217) as:

rXX (f) =Jr c°
-i2fff u

Y(u) e 	duxx [25]
-CO

and r
XX

(f) is the theoretical power spectrum, and the other

symbols have been previously defined.

Equation [25] shows that the power spectrum is the

Fourier transform of the autocovariance function of the pro-

cess. The spectrum shows how the variance of the X(t)

process is distributed with frequency.

The spectral density function is defined by:

r	 (f)

Y	 (0)	 P(U) 
e -i2fff u duxx

xx 

xx

and is the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function.

The smoothed spectral estimate of the power spectrum

is given by Jenkins and Watts (1968, p. 259) as:

[26]
-00
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Cxx (f) = A E	 W(u) c(u)	
' Li
	 f < 1

A	 2Au=-(L-1)	 XX	 2 —

[27]

and W(u) is the lag window for smoothing; L is the number of

lags and equals M/A; M is the truncation point for the lag

window; and A is the sampling interval for the time series.

The smoothed spectral density function is defined by:

L-1
R (f) = A E	 W(U) r (u) e -i2TrfuA	 < f < 1xx

	

	 xx	 ' 2A —	 2Au=-(L-1)

[28]

More simplified versions of these formulae are given by

Jenkins and Watts (1968, pp. 259-261).

The cross spectrum is defined by Jenkins and Watts

(1968, p. 347) as:

Iœ
-i2-frf ur	 (f)	 y	 (u) e duxy	 xy

-00

and shows that the cross spectrum is the Fourier transform

of the cross covariance function. Two additional represen-

tations of the cross spectrum are available. The first is:

r	 (f) =	 (f) e +i(1)(f)xy	 xy [30]

where c. xy is the cross amplitude spectrum and q) xy is the

phase spectrum.

L-1

[29]
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The second representation is:

r	 (f) = A	 (f) - (f)	 [31]xy	 xy	 xy

and A	 is the co-spectrum and T	 is the quadrature spectrum.xy	 xy

The cross correlation function measures the correla-

tion between two processes at different lags. The cross

spectrum gives the distribution of covariance with frequency.

The cross spectrum is a complex quantity and may be

defined as the product of a real function that is the cross

amplitude spectrum and a complex function that is the phase

function. This relationship is given by Equation [30]. The

cross amplitude spectrum shows how the amplitudes at a par-

ticular frequency in one series are related to the amplitudes

of another series at the same frequency. The phase spectrum

shows whether a frequency component in one series leads or

lags the component at the same frequency in the other series.

Since the cross spectrum is a complex quantity it may

also be represented as the sum of a real part and an imagin-

ary part. This definition is given in Equation [31].

The real part, A (f), measures the in-phase covari-

ance between the two time series. Called the co-spectrum it

is defined by:

oe

A (f) =Jr X (u) cos 2Irfu du
xy	 xy

[32a]



cc	 (f) = /A 2	 (f) + T
2	 (f)xy	 xy	 xy [33a]

[33b](I)	 (f) = arctan -xy	 Ax

Wx (f)
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The complex part of Equation [31], Txy (f), is called

quadrature and measures the out of phase covariance between

the two time series. The quadrature, T, spectrum is defined

by:

xy	
=1	 xy (u) sin 2Trfu du	 [32b]

The quadrature spectrum is an odd function of frequency.

The amplitude and phase spectrum and the co-spectrum

and quadrature spectrum are related by the following equa-

tions:

The previous relationships, Equations [29] through

[33], that define the cross spectrum now can be combined

with the spectrum to use the principles of time series anal-

ysis to define a linear system. The convolution equation

as defined in terms of the input and output for a linear

system was given previously in Equation [13]. The convolu-

tion relationship written in terms of the autocorrelation

and cross correlation function was given also by Equation

[24]. Transforming Equation [24] using the previously de-

fined relationships for the transforms of the autocorrela-

tion and cross correlation functions gives:



r (f) = H(f) r
XX

(f)xy

Solving Equation [34] for the frequency response function

gives:

rx_.(f)
H(f) - r	

xx

The convolution of two time series in the frequency

domain by use of Fourier techniques or time series analysis

is given by Equation [34]. This convolution in the frequen-

cy domain is a multiplication operation instead of the dif-

ficult integration equation given by Equation [24].

The frequency response function defined by Equation

[35] can be defined in terms of the cross amplitude spec-

trum (frequently called gain function) and phase spectrum

of Equation [30]. The gain and phase function are related

to the amplitude and phase function and thus can be related

to the co-spectrum and quadrature spectrum as previously de-

fined. This relationship is:

A	 (f)	 (f)T
H(f) = G(f) e -Fiqb(f) -  xY	 xy 

r
XX (f)

[36]

The frequency response function, the gain function,

and the phase function are now defined in terms of the co-

spectrum and quadrature spectrum of the time series of input

and output for the linear system. A procedure is provided

for defining the gain and phase function for a linear system

40

[34]

[35]
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by use of statistical analysis of time series of input and

output. Thus, system identification can be achieved through

statistical analysis of these time series.

The equations that relate the gain function and phase

function to the spectra of the time series are:

X2 m 	,y2 cfl 	(f.1

G(f) - 	
xy.	 xy " _

r xx (f) 	rxx(f)

Y, (f)
(p(f) = arctan	 A -37 (f)

xy

[37a]

[37b]

If the cross amplitude spectrum is a measure of the covari-

ance between the time series of input and output at a partic-

ular frequency, and the power spectrum the variance in the

input at a particular frequency, then the gain function is

analogous to a regression coefficient but it is evaluated

at each frequency.

Jenkins and Watts (1968, p. 352-353) define the

squared coherency as:

2
2	 xv(f) 

xyK 	(f)	 r	 (f) r	 (f)xx	 YY

[38]

A plot of K2 is called the squared coherency spectrum whichxy

is a measure of the predictability of amplitude in the out-

put when the amplitude of the input is known. For example,

if the squared coherency is one, then the predictability of
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the output when the input is known is perfect. The squared

coherency is analogous to the squared correlation coefficient

except that the squared coherency is evaluated at each fre-

quency. When the squared coherency is zero, this implies

that there is no relationship between the input and output

functions. Intermediate values between zero and one imply

that noise (i.e., errors in data measurements) exists in

the time series of input or the time series of output or

both.

The previously defined relationships for the various

spectrums of the time series of input and output are defined

theoretically. Jenkins and Watts (1968, pp. 382-383) de-

fine the smoothed spectral estimators for the previously

defined theoretical spectrum. The smoothed covariance and

cross variance functions have already been defined, Equa-

tions [18], [22a], and [22b].

The even and odd cross covariance estimates are

defined by:

I	 (u) =1/2 ['	 (u) +	 (-u)], 0<u‹L-1	 [39a]
xy	 xy	 xy

„
q (u) = 1/2 c (u) - c xy (-u)], 0<u<L-1	 [39b]
xy

The smoothed co-spectrum and quadrature spectrum estimates

are defined by:
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L-1
L (f) =2[1	 (0) + 2 E	 1	 (u)W(u) cos

u=1	
71-11 0<f<F	 [40a]xy	 xy	 xy	 F ' —

L-1
Qxy (f) = 4 E	 q y (u)W(u) sin 7iu 	1<f<F - 1

u=1 x 	 F '	 — — [40b]

(^- xy (()) = 'Q(F) =	 [ 40c]

The smooth cross amplitude spectrum estimate is defined by:

A 
xy
 (f) = /L 2 (f) + 6 2

 xy
(f), 0<f<F ,	 [ 41]xy 

The gain and phase functions are defined by (Jenkins and

Watts, 1968, p. 430):

6, (f) _ 
A
xy

(f)

C (f)xx

(f)
(P(f)	 arctan	 xy 

(f)xy

The smoothed squared coherency spectrum estimate is defined

by:

^2A	 (f)^2K (f) - 	 '97	 , 0<f<F
xy C	 (f) C (f)xx	 YY

When time series of different scales of measure-

ment are to be compared then the equivalent spectral density

functions may also be derived. These relationships are now

[42]

[43]

[44]
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available for the definition of the spectrum for time series

of input and output for a linear system. These time series

will be used only for system identification, but the result-

ing relationships will be used for system simulation.

Linear systems theory as appropriate for analytical

and experimental data analysis has been reviewed. These

theories will now be applied to the analysis of the soil

heat transfer subsystem.

Table 1 summarizes the theoretical and estimation

formulae for time series analysis.
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LINEAR SYSTEMS ANALYSIS OF

HEAT FLOW IN THE SOIL

Calculations and measurement of heat flow within the

soil are useful in a number of applications, including agri-

culture, meteorology, and engineering. Analytical approaches

to heat flow problems have been divided into two methods.

The first is an analytical model based on the mathematical

law of heat conduction, and the second is based on analysis

of temperature data by Fourier analysis.

The analytical model is limited by the assumptions

implied in the method, i.e., the assumptions of homogeneity,

constant diffusivity, and the particular form assumed for

the input. The Fourier analysis method is limited by the

same assumptions and is also only an approximate representa-

tion of temperature with time and depth in a soil. Tempera-

tures do not vary exactly as a sinusoid as assumed in

Fourier analysis.

Wierenga (1968) applied an iterative solution of

the finite difference approximation of the diffusion equa-

tion to obtain a diffusivity that provides the best fit to

measured temperature data. His method allows arbitrary time

variations of temperature and permits non-constant diffu-

sivity distributions with depth. The limitations for

stability for the finite difference approximation of the

50
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diffusion equation are imposed. The coupling of analytical

and experimental results as in linear systems theory and

time series analysis is not provided. Wierenga (1968) has

also given an up-to-date review of the development and cur-

rent state of soil temperature analysis.

Current methods of analysis assume that the process

of heat flow in a soil is linear. This use of the word

linear is in the context of systems analysis. Linear systems

analysis can thus be applied directly to the analysis of the

problem of heat flow in a soil by either of two methods.

The first method is analytical and the results are useful

because the restriction of sinusoidal inputs has been re-

moved and the response of the system to any input can be

calculated. The second method of time series analysis per-

mits the analysis of discrete data for a linear system.

The data are used for definition of the model, that is, sys-

tem constant identification, and may also be used to predict

system behavior, that is, system simulation. Again, no

restrictions on the nature of the input are implied.

An additional advantage of linear systems analysis

is that the heat flow process can be considered a sub-

system of multiple transport processes and the total system

analyzed. For example, extension of this analysis would be

to consider changes of diffusivity as a time varying system

constant and heat transport by moisture transport as an ad-

ditional input to the heat flow system.
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In the following section the analytical equations

used to define the soil heat transfer subsystem are presented.

The conceptual relationships, and the procedures for system

identification and system simulation using the analytical

equations from time series analysis are also described.

Time Domain Analysis 

The equation for soil heat transfer for a homogen-

eous medium was given previously as:

	a 2 T	 1 DT _ n
-

	

2	 n DtDx
[1]

and the symbols are as previously defined. Since all dif-

fusivities and temperatures refer to the soil, the subscripts

referring to soil and air have been dropped.

If the surface temperature is assumed to be given by:

T(0,t) = T a + A Ts sin w t	
[45]

where:

T(0,t) is the temperature at x = 0 and time, t

T a	
is the average daily or annual soil tempera-

ture

AT
S
	 is the amplitude of the surface temperature

wave

is the angular frequency of oscillation and

equals 27/P

is the period of the wave, 24 hours or 365 days
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Then the solution given by Carslaw and Jaeger (1959,

pp. 64-65) is:

T(x,t) = T
a + ATS e

/21/2
[sin[cot - (w/2K) 2 x]]

[46]

Equation [46] is an exact analytical solution of Equation

[1] for the surface temperature input of Equation [45].

The solution of Equation [1] for the boundary condi-

tion given by Equation [lb] as given by Equation [1d] was:

7 (x,P) = Ts (p) e - 677 	[1d]

If T (p) is specified as an arbitrary boundary con-

dition, then the solution of Equation [1d] given by Carslaw

and Jaeger (1959, p. 305) is:

e
-x 2 /4 K(t-T)

T(x,t) -  	 Ts(T)
(t-T)3/2	

dT
/7-77 o 

[47]

Equation [47] defines the relationships between

temperature for any x and any t when T s (T) represents an

arbitrary surface temperature as a function of time. This

is the convolution relationship for heat flow or diffusion.

It completely defines the response of the soil heat flow

system for a homogeneous medium without moisture flow.

Equation [47] is of the form of the convolution in-

tegral of Equation [13]. The impulse response in Equation

[47] is:



 

2
X	 e -x /4K (t-T) 
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h (t-T) dT - dT [48]   
/TTTIT	 (t_T)3/2

Eagleson,Mejia and March (1965) defined a procedure

for evaluation of system response by numerical convolution

that involves using an arbitrary function, T s (T),as the in-

put to convolute with the impulse response of the system.

Numerical convolution is the method for numerically inte-

grating Equation [47]. T s (T) is defined by the timewise

variation of the surface temperature or input function.

h(t) is now evaluated at particular values of time to obtain

a time distribution for the impulse response function. Nu-

merical convolution is then defined by:

T (k) =	 Ts(j) h(k-j+1) Aj	 [49]
3=1

where:

T (k)	 = the output at discrete time, k

T (j)
	

= the input at discrete time, j

h (k-j+1) = the impulse response function

Aj	 = time interval

Ts (j) is defined by the timewise distribution of

input and h(k-j+1) is defined by Equation [48] with T equal

to zero. In other words, no lagging is necessary in evalua-

tion of the impulse response. The numerical convolution

computed by h(k-j+1) does the lagging.
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Numerical convolution permits the evaluation of temper-

ature	 distributions where the input temperature is an arbi-

trary function of time and the response is computed using

the impulse response function for the system.

Frequency Domain Analysis 

The frequency response characteristics of the dif-

fusion equation are derived by use of the Laplace transform.

Fourier transforms may also be used but substitution of the

Laplace variable p = a + iw with a = 0 results in identical

frequency response functions.

A solution of Equation [1] given by Equation [1d]

was:

(x,p) = T5 (p) e 	x	
[1d]

for the initial and boundary conditions given. Substitution

of the relation:

p = a + iw 	[50]

for

G=O

to obtain the complex frequency response gives:

7 (x,iw) 
- H (iw) = e - liw/K x

S (iw)
. 

When the roots of /I are evaluated, a solution is:

H (iw) = e -(1+i) x 1/42K

[51]

[52]
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Equation [52] is the frequency domain solution of the

diffusion equation. It is called the system response func-

tion and completely characterizes the response of the sys-

tem. By use of the convolution property of linear systems

the response of the system was defined previously by Equation

[15] as:

Y (iw) = H (iw) X (iw) 	 [15]

where

Y (iw) = system response or output

X (iw) = arbitrary system input

The frequency response function may be represented

in another form as was done in Equation [36]:

H (iw) = G (iw) e +14 (iw) 	[36]

where:

G (iw) = system gain function

(I) (i w ) = system phase function

From Equation [52]:

G (iw) = e -xiw/21( 	[53]

i(1)(iw) _ e 1 2K
	

[54]

Taking the natural logarithms of each side of the

gain function gives:

in [G (iw)] = -x arT-27	 [55a]
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K = [55b]
2 [ln 2 G (1 w) ]

In a similar manner Equation [54] can be solved to

give:

( i w) = - x	 2K	 [56a]

Or
2

K x -	 [56b ].	 22 P.(1(.0)]

The frequency response characteristics of a system

are frequently represented as bode plots. Figures 8a and

8b give the bode plots of the diffusion equation for x =

5 cm and three values of diffusivity.

The gain function gives the ratio of output tempera-

ture to input temperature and indicates that the ratio of

temperatures at two depths decreases as the frequency in-

creases. As the diffusivity increases the attenuation at a

given frequency decreases. Tho phase function is a measure

of the time lag between input and output. The time lag be-

tween input and output is a linear function of frequency for

the lower frequencies. The time lag at higher frequencies

appears to asymptotically approach 90 0 out of phase. As the

diffusivity increases the time lag between input and output

decreases.



.0I 	.1
FREQUENCY, f, CYCLES/HR.

(a)

K 1 = 3.6 CM/HR.

K 2=16.2 CM/HR.
2

K3=36.0 CM./HR.
x= 5 CM.

.01	 .1
FREQUENCY,f, CYCLES/HR.
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(h)

Figure 8. Bode plots for the soil heat trans-
fer subsystem for three different
diffusivities and X = 5 cm
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This completes the analytical definition of the soil

heat transfer subsystem. Both time domain and frequency

domain analytical functions were given. Equivalent functions

were given in the previous section that are evaluated from

time series of input and output. The use of these equal but

independent functions to determine the system constant will

now be discussed.

System Constant Determination 

The analytically derived gain and phase functions

provide a parametric model for soil heat flow. The para-

metric model defines heat flow as a function of distance, x,

frequency of the input, f, soil heat diffusivity, K, and

the frequency distribution of input temperature. This para-

metric model is good for temperature inputs at all frequen-

cies. Therefore, it is a general solution with unrestricted

forms for the inputs.

Spectral analysis is a general procedure of system

identification from experimental data with unrestricted

forms for the input. Spectral analysis is restricted in

that it provides system identification only for frequency

ranges that are contained in the input. However, since

spectral analysis defines the gain and phase functions for

a linear system by statistical analysis of experimental data

for the real system, then the two approaches to system defi-

nition can be compared. Equation [37a] and [37b] are the

gain and phase functions defined from spectral analysis.
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In the analytically derived relationships for input

and output for a linear system no assumptions were made con-

cerning the form of the time distribution of input. The

time distribution of input was considered arbitrary. Like-

wise, in the developments for spectral analysis for system

identification no assumptions were made concerning the time

distribution of input and output. Therefore, these two

methods place no restrictions on the form of the time distri-

bution of input. Other assumptions that were made concerning

the nature of the system were that the system was linear, and

that the system was time-invariant. The assumption of line-

arity is, in a number of instances, not restrictive.

Time invariance is equivalent to assuming that the

soil heat diffusivity is constant. This means that the man-

ner in which the system operates on the input temperature

to produce the output temperature does not change with time.

The next step is to define the information given

from the analytically derived gain and phase functions and

the information that may be obtained from the statistically

derived gain and phase functions. The analytically derived

gain and phase functions are parametric models that define

the relationships between the parameters that identify the

system. In a given application the gain function, for

example, is dependent upon a number of parameters, all of

which are known, except the system constant, soil heat dif-

fusivity. The information obtained from a time distribution
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of input and output temperatures is the value of the gain

function as distributed with frequency. Thus, it is concep-

tually possible to equate the value of the gain function at

a particular frequency derived from time series analysis to

the analytically derived parameteric model for the heat flow

system and solve for the unknown diffusivity that resulted

in that particular value for the gain function. This is the

approach that will be used in evaluating system constants

and is applicable to any system where an analytically de-

rived and a statistically derived gain and phase function

are available.

When relatively short periods of input and output

are available, then identification of system constants by

time series analysis may not provide a value for the system

constant with adequate confidence limits. Time domain anal-

ysis using the discrete form of Equation [47] as given in

Equation [49] can be used to solve for the system constant

by trial and error. If time distributions of T(k) and

T (j) for Equation [49] are available, then knowing the value

of x and assuming a value of K permits the calculation of a

temperature response. The sum of squares of the differences

between measured and computed temperatures is a measure of

the accuracy of the assumed value of K. The value of K is

incremented and a new sum of squares computed. The procedure

is repeated until a value of K is obtained that results in a

• minimum sum of squares of the difference between measured and
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computed temperatures. This would require three or four

days of temperature data at time intervals necessary to ade-

quately define the input and output.



ANALYTICAL VERIFICATION OF SYSTEM RESPONSE

AND SYSTEM CONSTANT EVALUATION

Model verification can be approached from a number

of different viewpoints. The approach in this study was to

use input and output data from an exact analytical model to

compare with numerical convolution for system simulation.

Analytical model input and output data were used for system

identification by time series analysis and by numerical con-

volution. Any discrepancies can be related to deficiencies

in the simulation procedure or in the system identification

procedure since the input and output of the analytical model

are exact.

System Response 

The analytically computed temperature at 5 cm in the

soil was obtained using Equation [46] for a sinusoidal sur-

face temperature with a mean of 28°C and an amplitude of 8°.

Numerical convolution was used to compute the temperature at

5 cm using Equation [49], the assumed initial temperature,

and the same input as for the analytically computed tempera-

ture. The values of analytically computed temperature and

numerical convolution for the fourth cycle are presented in

Figure 9.
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2
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0	 5	 10	 15
	

20
	

25

TIME- HRS.

Figure 9. Comparison of analytical and con-
volution computed soil temperature
for the 4th cycle
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Computations for numerical convolution were made

using hourly values of the input-temperature to the nearest

0.01 degree, and the impulse response function was evaluated

through 96 hours. The first four hours of convolution used

time increments of 0.001 hours; 0.1 hour was used from 4 to

96 hours in evaluating the impulse response function.

As seen in Figure 9, there is no difference between

analytical and numerical convolution computed soil tempera-

tures. In the fourth cycle of convolution computed

temperatures, the maximum difference between numerical con-

volution and analytically computed temperatures was 0.05

degrees. The maximum difference between numerical convolu-

tion and analytically computed temperatures occurred in the

first hour and was 2.22 degrees. This difference is associ-

ated with the starting transient for numerical convolution

which begins with an assumed constant, vertical initial

temperature and does not result in a steady-state sinusoidal

response for the first few cycles.

Numerical convolutions thus provides an adequate

means for computing soil temperature response for arbitrary

time distributions of input temperature.

System Constant Identification

The exact analytical equation for heat flow in a

soil, Equation [46], was used to obtain soil surface tempera-

tures (x = 0) and 5-cm soil temperatures (x = 5) for a 50-day
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interval. These two simulated time series were subjected

to time series analysis for the purpose of system identifi-

cation and system constant determination.

The values for surface and soil temperature at six-

hour intervals were used for time series analysis. Analyses

were also made for a sampling interval of one hour without

significant improvement in the definition of the spectrums

of the subsystem. The data were punched on cards and ana-

lyzed by time series analysis using computer programs

described by Jenkins and Watts (1968).

Time Series Analysis

Figures 10 and 11 present the autocorrelation func-

tions for simulated surface and soil temperatures computed

from the relationships given by Equations [18] and [19].

The autocorrelation functions show the cyclic nature of the

input temperatures and output temperatures for the simulated

soil heat transfer subsystem.

The cross correlation function for the time series

of input and output is given by Figure 12. The cross corre-

lation function was defined by Equations [22] and [23]. The

processes are related as evidenced by the high (near 1.0)

cross correlation and the cyclic nature is again evident.

The cross correlation function is maximum at zero

lag such that no alignment of the two times series is neces-

sary. The spectrums were investigated at values of lag for



LAG x A-HOURS
Figure 10. Autocorrelation of simulated sine

wave of surface temperature, ATs

= 8° C, T a = 28.0° C, P = 24 hr

LAG x A-HOURS

Figure 11. Autocorrelation of simulated sine
wave of soil temperature, x = 5 cm,
K = 16.2 cm 2 /hr
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1_0

LAG X A-HOURS

Figure 12. Cross correlation of simulated
surface and soil temperatures
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the correlation function of L = 4 and 6. A detailed discus-

sion of the procedures of analysis and interpretation of

the data is given by Jenkins and Watts (1968, pp. 437-448).

The autospectrums of input and output for the soil

heat transfer subsystem are presented in Figures 13 and 14.

The spectrums for two different values of lag are presented

to illustrate the stability of the spectrum. Commonly three

values of lag are presented. The spectrum could not be ob-

tained for the next higher value of lag because of the

relatively long sampling interval used for the time series

(A = 6 hr.). However, a very stable spectrum with maximum

power (autocorrelation) was obtained at 6 lags. This value

of lag was used for further analyses.

The spectrum of input and output in Figures 13 and

14 for L = 4 has a wider bandwidth which averages the power

over a wider range of frequencies and results in a reduction

in peak power. A value of lag greater than the optimum will

result in spurious peaks or oscillations in the spectrum and

also a lower peak power.

The residual spectrum for the soil heat transfer

subsystem is shown in Figure 15. The residual spectrum in-

dicates that lag 6 is the optimum lag for analysis. Lag 6

resulted in the minimum residual spectrum, which indicates

most of the output power is explained by the input power.

The residual is not zero because the sampling window used in
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Figure 13. Autospectrum of simulated
surface temperature
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FREQUENCY,f, CYCLES/HR.
Figure 14. Autospectrum of simulated soil

(5-cm) temperature
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Figure 15. Residual spectrum for simulated
soil heat transfer subsystem
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spectral analysis averages the power over a range of

frequencies.

Appendix A, Table 3, presents the covariance data

for simulated time series of surface and soil temperatures.

Tables 4 and 5 in Appendix A present the results of frequen-

cy response analysis for the same data. Values for computa-

tion of the system constant may be obtained from Tables 4

and 5, Appendix A, but the plots Of the gain, phase, and

coherency spectrums will be used to explain the procedure.

Figure 16 presents the squared coherency spectrum,

as defined by Equations [38] and [44], for the simulated soil

heat transfer subsystem for the sinusoidal input temperature.

Since only one frequency was in the input, the frequency of

importance in the squared coherency spectrum is the frequency

of the input. This is the frequency at which the values of

gain and phase as determined by time series analysis were used

to compute the system constant. This frequency is also where

the maximum value for coherency is obtained while substantial

power is in the input and output. Thus, the minimum confi-

dence interval for gain and phase also occurs at this frequen-

cy. The input frequency had a period of 24 hours resulting

in an input frequency of 0.04167 cycles per hour (CPH). This

is also the frequency at which coherency is maximum (Appendix

A, Table 4).
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Figure 16. Squared coherency spectrum for sim-
ulated soil heat transfer subsystem
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In Figure 16, the coherency is plotted over a range of

frequencies above and below 0.04167 CPH. This was because

very low power occurred in the input and output at the other

frequencies. When low values of power in the input and

output occur in the denominator of Equation [44], the resul -

tantcalculation can produce values for coherency greater

than 1.0. This value (greater than 1.0) has no meaning so

the computer program sets the coherency equal to 1.0. The

spectrums are not defined for these arbitrarily set values

of coherency and the data are not plotted.

The gain spectrum as identified by time series anal-

ysis is shown in Figure 17 and was defined by Equation [42].

This gain spectrum appears considerably different from the

theoretical spectrum as given in Figure 8a. The difference

is that the gain spectrum in Figure 17 is defined precisely

only at .04167 CPH. At frequencies above and below this

frequency the confidence interval for the gain is very wide,

Appendix A, Table 5. Thus, the gain has not been accurately

determined other than at the single frequency.

The characteristics of the phase spectrum, defined

by Equation [43] and shown in Figure 18, are very similar to

the gain spectrum in Figure 17. It does not resemble the

theoretical phase spectrum of Figure 8b, and is defined ac-

curately only at a point. The gain spectrum is not particu-

larly sensitive to alignment of the time series for input and

output, but the phase spectrum is (Jenkins and Watts, 1968,
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Figure 17. Gain spectrum for simulated
soil heat transfer subsystem
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Figure 18. Phase spectrum for simulated
soil heat transfer subsystem
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p. 437). No alignment of the two series was necessary as

the time difference between input and output was less than

the time delay in one value of lag. The gain and phase

spectrums will now be used to compute the system constant.

The gain function estimate of the system constant

is computed from Equation [55b] and the value for gain at

frequency 0.04167 given in Appendix A, Table 4. The system

constant from gain is:

K - (5)
2 (0.262) 

9 - 16.24 cm /sec
2[1n(.63835)]'

[65]

In a similar manner the system constant can be esti-

mated from the phase function from the value of the phase at

frequency 0.04167 given in Table 4, Appendix A. The system

constant from phase is (Equation [56b]):

(5) 2 (0.262) 	 _K -	 16.21 cm 2 /sec	 [66]
2(-0.44929) 2

The value of the system constant used in analytically

generating the time series of input and output was 16.2 cm
2 /

sec. Thus, time series analysis very accurately defined the

system constant from analysis of time series of input and

output by using the analytically defined gain and phase func-

tions for the system. System identification by time series

analysis was achieved.

Fifty days of temperature data at six-hour intervals

(N = 200 observations) were used to compute the system
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constant from the time series analysis. A very accurate

estimate (16.24 from gain) of the true (16.2 used in the sim-

ulation) system constant was obtained. The availability of

fifty-day time series for actual systems is not common. Time

series of ten to 20 days may be satisfactory and more readily

obtainable. However, very short time series of three or four

days length will not generally be adequate for system identi-

fication by time series analysis. Six to eight days with

steps (sudden changes) in the input from clouds, for example,

may be adequate. Time varying system constants may also re-

strict the length of the time series that can be analyzed as

a time-invariant system. For lengths of record too short for

time series analysis, time domain analysis can also be used

to obtain the system constant.

Numerical Convolution

Time domain analysis by numerical convolution requires

a length of record sufficient to eliminate the starting tran-

sient of convolution, if one occurs, plus additional measured

values to compare with the computed values.

Four days of hourly values of simulated surface and

soil temperatures were used for time domain, system constant

identification. The four days were used because, as dis-

cussed earlier, the fourth daily cycle for convolution com-

puted temperatures was essentially the same as the analytical

values. A value of diffusivity was assumed and the response
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was computed from the given input temperatures. The analyt-

ical response (measured) was compared to the convolution

computed response using the temperatures from the 73rd to

96th hour. The criteria for the correct system constant

was determined by:

96
SS = E	 [TM(k) - TD(k)] 2

k=73
[67]

where:

SS = the sum of squares of the differences between

analytical (TM) and convolution computed (TD)

temperatures.

The correct value of the system constant was assumed to be

when SS is a minimum.

Figure 19 is a plot of sum of squares versus diffusiv-

ity	 for the previously described simulated data. The

value of diffusivity for minimum SS is:

K = 16.3 cm 2 /hr

The actual values of the sum of squares were:

SS = .0138	 K = 16.2 cm
2 /hr.

SS = .0133	 K = 16.3 cm
2 /hr.

This minor discrepancy of 16.3 instead of 16.2 for the system

constant is easily explained by the approximate nature of

numerical convolution. The time intervals for numerical
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convolution can be modified to produce more accurate results

if desired. The results from practical considerations are

sufficiently accurate.

Confidence Limits for System Constants 

When using input and output data for a real system,

the measurements of input and output may include noise. In

addition, the length of the time series of input and output

will be a finite length and further data may be unobtainable.

Thus, the accuracy of the determination of the system con-

stant may be in question.

Jenkins and Watts (1968, pp. 434-436) presented

methods for computing confidence intervals for the gain and

phase spectrums. Thus, a 95 percent confidence that the

value of gain is within a certain range can be hypothesized

and the upper and lower limits on the interval computed.

The confidence interval is a measure of the adequacy of the

identification of the gain and phase functions.

Three variables appear in the equation for computa-

tion of the system constant from values of gain and phase.

These are frequency, space parameter (x), and the value of

gain. Frequency has no error associated with it as this is

an arbitrary value used to select the value of gain for which

to compute the system constant. The space parameter (x) in

many instances can be measured very accurately or repeated
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measurements can be used to improve the accuracy of the

measurement of x.

If frequency and the space parameter are assumed to

be known without error, then the confidence interval of the

values of gain and phase can be used to compute a confidence

interval for the system constant. This confidence interval

can then be used as a relative measure of the adequacy of

the determination of the system constant. When a wide inter-

val results, more data or more accurate measurements may be

warranted in order to determine the system constant with an

accuracy that is necessary for use in computing system

response.

Table 5, Appendix A presents the data on upper and

lower confidence limits for the analysis of the simulated

soil temperatures. Use of the upper and lower limits of

gain and phase to compute upper and lower limits for the

system constant gives:

For gain:

15.89 < K < 16.60 cm
2
/hr

For phase:

15.86 <K < 16.57 cm
2
/hr_ _

Thus, the maximum range of the system constant is about two

percent from both gain and phase.
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Summary 

Time series analysis permits a very accurate deter-

mination of the system constant and can also be used to

establish a confidence interval for the system constant.

Arbitrary time distributions of input and output can be used

to evaluate the system constant. Numerical convolution can

be used to evaluate the system constant from short duration,

arbitrary time distributions of input and output.



EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF SYSTEM CONSTANT

AND SIMULATION OF SYSTEM RESPONSE

The value of systems theory is in the understanding

of real systems. The successful simulation of a dynamic,

real system implies that the system is understood and that

the system has been properly identified. This section

applies the previous system identification techniques to

actual soil temperature data and uses the previously de-

fined mathematical models to simulate the soil heat transfer

subsystem.

Data on soil temperatures were obtained from a re-

port by Wierenga (1968) for an irrigated soil near Davis,

California. The temperatures were published for time inter-

vals of 30 minutes for the eight-day period from August 27

to September 3, 1968. The original data are available in

the cited report. Details of the measurement procedure and

operations during the data collection period were given by

Wierenga (1968), and the results have also been published in

more recent reports (Wierenga, Nielson, and Hagan, 1969;

Wierenga, Hagan, and Nielson, 1970).

The analyses used in the previous section were for

a linear, time-invariant system where heat transfer is due

to conduction only (no heat transfer by moisture movement).

Wierenga (1968) has concluded that between the surface and

84
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the 10-cm depth the diffusivity changed significantly with

time and space and was approximately constant below 10 cm.

Thus, soil temperatures at 10 cm and below were used for

this analysis.

System Constant by Time Series Analysis 

The time distribution of temperature for 10- and

15-cm depths for Location I were used for time series anal-

ysis.	 This plot was irrigated with 4° C water approximately

42 hours after the data collection began. That some heat was

transferred by moisture transfer is assured. That the heat

transfer by moisture transfer was not appreciable was demon-

strated by this analysis which assumes no heat was transferred

by other than conduction.

The autocorrelation functions for the 10-cm (the in-

put) and the 15-cm (the output) temperatures are presented in

Figures 20 and 21. A periodicity exists in the input and

output, but appears to damp out with lag. The periodicity

is the normal 24-hour cyclic temperature, but the damped ef-

fect was caused by the application of a step input of temper-

ature	 because of the application of very cold irrigation

water.

In theory, data used for time series analysis are

collected at a sampling interval (A) defined by f o = 1/2A

where fo is the 
fundamental or highest frequency of inter-

est in the time series. The best results were obtained with
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LAG x A- HOURS
Figure 20. Autocorrelation of 10-cm temper-

ature	 as input for Davis,
California, Location I

N= 384
A= 0.5 HR.

LAG x /1-- HOURS
Figure 21. Autocorrelation of 15-cm temper-

ature	 as output for Davis,
California, Location I
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the data from Wierenga (1968) using the 30-minute sampling

interval. The addition of the cold water as a step input

introduced high frequencies in the data and the shorter

sampling interval provides additional information.

The cross correlation function (Figure 22) for the

10- and 15-cm temperatures is cyclic and is damped as the

lag increases. The autocovariance and cross covariance data

for these temperatures are presented in Table 6, Appendix B.

The value of lag (L=2) where the cross correlation function

peaks was used to align the series to obtain more stable and

accurate gain and especially phase spectrums. The values of

lag where the correlation function becomes zero were used

in the frequency analysis to illustrate spectrum stability.

Lags of 63, 91, and 111 were used.

The autospectrums of input and output for the soil

temperatures are presented in Figures 23 and 24. The fre-

quency scale has a maximum o -f 1/2A and since A = 0.5 hr the

maximum is 1.0 CPH. The dominant frequency for power in

the input is still 0.04167 CPH but some power is present

over a wider range of frequencies. The scale of 0.0 to 1.0

for frequency results in fewer points in the frequency range

of interest. Data points at additional frequencies do not

alter the values of gain and phase for system identification.

The frequency at which peak power and maximum co-

herency occurred was used with the analytically defined gain
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and phase functions to obtain values for the soil heat dif-

fusivity as in the previous section using the analytical data.

The maximum coherency occurs at a frequency of 1.0 CPH.

(Table 7, Appendix B). The maximum power for the input oc-

curred at 0.0 CPH on all except the L = 111 which was at

0.04167 CPH and for all three lags in the output at 0.0 CPH.

The highest coherency occurred at very low power at 1.0 CPH

such that the spectrum is not properly defined. The 0.0

CPH frequency has a lower coherency and cannot be used for

defining the system transfer function. The frequency of

0.04167 still provides the best definition of the system

transfer function.

The residual spectrum (Figure 2 5) shows power greater

than 1.0 over a very small frequency range. The peak power

in the input exceeds SOO and exceeds 200 in the output at

lag 111. Thus, most of the power in the output is explained

by the power in the input. Values for the autospectra and

residual spectrum are usually plotted only when they exceed

1.0. These additional values were included for one lag to

illustrate the low power at the higher frequencies for the

spectra shown in Figures 23 through 25.

Very little difference between spectrums for dif-

ferent lags were observed indicating that stable spectrums

for the input and output temperatures were achieved. The

value of lag selected for the spectrum for system identifi-

cation was 111. The values for system identification from
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frequency analysis are presented in Table 7 and Table 8,

Appendix B.

The squared coherency spectrum for the 10- and 15-cm

temperatures shows values less than 1.0 over the range of

frequencies, Table 7, Appendix B. This results from the

small amount of power at all frequencies. The step input

(irrigation with cold water) caused power at all frequencies,

especially the higher frequencies.

The value for soil heat diffusivity for gain as de-

fined by Equation [55b] and for phase as defined by Equation

[56b] for a frequency of 0.04167 CPH and x = 5 cm is:

For gain:

K - (5) 2 (2)(3.14)(0.04167) = 14.73 cm 2 /hr	 [68]
2[1n 2 (0.62413)]

For phase:

K - (5) 2 (2)(3.14)(0.04167) = 21.61 cm 2 /hr	 [69]
 2

2(-0.38912)

The phase angle of -0.38912 radians was obtained by

adding the value for phase of -0.12732 radians in Table 7,

Appendix B for a lag of 111 to the phase angle by which the

time series were shifted (L=2) to provide alignment. The

phase angle for alignment, (1) .4 , is computed by:

A = (-27fAL)
	 [70]

(-2)(3.14)(0.5)(2)(0.04167)

= -0.26180
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The value of the system constant as determined from

phase was not as satisfactory as the value as determined from

gain. The results from the analysis of the analytical data

produced essentially the same value for diffusivity with the

value from phase slightly better. The results above may be

related to the inability to exactly align the two series as

suggested by Jenkins and Watts (1968, p. 375). Results from

the analysis of temperature data where the diffusivity varied

with time gave higher values for diffusivity from the phase

function than the gain function. There was a small decrease

in diffusivity after the irrigation water was applied.

The value for diffusivity as computed by the ampli-

tude and phase plots as well as the apparent diffusivity com-

puted from the finite difference form of the one-dimensional

diffusion equation as given by Wierenga (1968) are shown in

Table 2 with the value as computed from time series analysis

using the gain and phase functions. The values are similar.

As discussed by Wierenga (1968) the data analyzed for the

amplitude, phase, and numerical methods did not include the

period of water application. It is not possible to include

the data in the amplitude and phase plots because the input

and output are assumed to be sinusoids. The numerical method

did not use the data for reasons that will be discussed more

fully later.
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Table 2. Comparison of values of diffusivity as computed
by Wierenga (1968) and by time series analysis.

Wierenga	 , Time Series Analysis 

Date	 Amplitude Phase Numerical	 Gain	 Phase

Aug. 27/28	 15.12	 16.92	 16.56	 14.73*	 21.61*

Sept. 1/2	 15.92	 15.84	 16.56

*All data.

System Constant by Numerical Convolution 

Time domain analysis by trial and error using numeri-

cal convolution was used to determine soil heat diffusivity.

Since fewer days are needed for time domain analysis and

numerical convolution iteratively determines the optimum dif-

fusivity, only short periods of data were used at the begin-

ning and end of record to solve for diffusivity. The two

different values of diffusivity can be compared to the dif-

fusivity from time series analysis. If the two values from

convolution are not the same, diffusivity is not constant

with time.

The results of using numerical convolution and in-

cremented values of diffusivity to compute the sum of the

squares of the differences between measured and computed

soil temperature are presented in Figure 26. The optimum

diffusivity was calculated on the basis of the standard

deviation of the computed temperature from the measured
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Figure 26. Standard deviation of computed
from measured temperature using
numerical convolution and various
values of diffusivity
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temperature. The standard deviation (SD) was computed by:

SD =jE	 [TDM(k) - TD(k)] 2
/N-1

i=1

where:

TDM = the measured temperature at 15 cm

TD = the convolution computed temperature

= the number of observations

The number of observations used for August 28 was

15 and for September 3 was 49. The small number of observa-

tions for August 28 was used to eliminate as much of the

starting transient as possible.

The optimum diffusivity from time domain analysis for

the early period of data was 15.2 cm 2 /hr and for the late

period of data was 14.8 cm 2 /hr. These values supported the

thesis that there was a slight decrease in diffusivity after

irrigation as concluded by Wierenga (1968). The values for

diffusivity from time domain analysis are not substantially

different from the value of diffusivity as determined by

time series analysis. The value from time series analysis

is marked on each line for standard deviations for both time

periods for comparison.

Time series analysis resulted in a value for diffusi-

vity very nearly the same as from time domain analysis. The

results suggest that the two methods are equivalent when the

[71]
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assumptions inherent in the model are sufficiently valid.

As discussed earlier, time domain analysis may be more ap-

propriate in many instances because the assumption of con-

stant diffusivity is more nearly correct. Time series

analysis can more efficiently evaluate long periods of

record. Data during intermittent cloud cover where the in-

put temperature has rapid fluctuations can also be more ef-

fectively used and define a frequency response function for

multiple frequencies. This application was not possible with

the available data.

System Simulation 

The system _constant identified from time series anal-

ysis was used to simulate the temperature at 15 cm given

the time distribution of temperature at 10 cm. The results

are shown in Figure 27. Except for the period between hour

42 and hour 65 the difference between measured and computed

temperature is less than 0.2 degree. This is a maximum error

and many of these computed temperatures differ from the mea-

sured temperatures by less than 0.1 degree.

While the cold irrigation water was being applied

and was moving through the soil, some heat was being trans-

ferred by moisture transfer. The difference between measured

and computed temperature is an indication of the heat trans-

ferred by moisture transfer. The maximum difference between

measured and computed temperature assuming heat transfer by
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conduction only was 3.88° C and occurred about one hour after

the water reached the 10-cm depth. The actual temperature

change in this interval was approximately 12° C. Thus, about

70 percent of the temperature change can be related to heat

transfer by conduction and 30 percent was caused by moisture

transfer. The amount of heat transferred by moisture trans-

fer was accentuated by the large difference between soil

temperature and the water temperature. Water at nearly the

same temperature as the soil would transmit only small

quantities of heat and cause very little change in tempera-

ture due to moisture transfer.

Wierenga (1968) concluded that significant heat was

transferred by moisture transfer during the infiltration of

the cold irrigation water. This conclusion was reached be-

cause the 20-cm temperature was approximately 15° C less

than the numerically computed temperature when using the in-

put temperature as the 10-cm temperature. This large temper-

ature	 difference would seem to be explained by heat trans-

fer by moisture transfer.

Time series analysis of the 10- and 15-cm tempera-

tures resulted in a value for the system constant that was

acceptable and which was used to compute 15-cm temperatures

that were very close to the measured temperature. The con-

clusion was that heat transfer by conduction was the

dominant transfer process. Application of the same procedure
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to the 15- and 20-cm, and 10- and 20-cm temperatures did not

produce acceptable results. The coherency between input and

ouptut in each of the instances was very poor. This indicated

that some other mechanism explained the temprature changes

at 20 cm.

Wierenga (1968, p. 76) commented on the erratic be-

havior of the 20-cm temperature probe. Inspection of the

data suggest that for several hours after the application of

irtigation water the 20-cm temperature was colder than the

15-cm temperature and that initially this difference exceeded

5 ° C. Both the data and the results of time series analysis
suggest that the temperature response is explained as rapid

travel of the water down cracks near the 20-cm probe. This

rapid travel of water down cracks would explain the large

temperature change at 20-cm. Thus, heat transfer by water

transfer through cracks caused the temperature change. The

conclusion of Wierenga (1968) that most of the heat transfer

occurs from normal moisture transfer does not seem justified

if the anomalous water movement occurred. Even less heat

would be transferred by moisture from 15- to 20-cm than was

transferred from 10- to 15-cm because the water became closer

to the initial soil temperature as it traveled deeper into the

soil. The percentage of the total heat transferred by moisture

may have been greater.
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Time series analysis can be used to determine soil

heat diffusivity. The short period of record and heat trans-

fer by soil moisture transfer did not permit accurate deter-

mination of the diffusivity. The diffusivity determined by

time series analysis did produce temperatures with a maximum

error of .17 except when significant soil moisture transfer

occurred. This is approximately the same magnitude of error

Wierenga (1968) obtained from the finite difference solution

of the diffusion equation.

Confidence Limits for Diffusivity 

The confidence limits for the soil heat diffusivity

for the 10- and 15-cm temperatures were obtained using the

upper and lower confidence intervals for the gain and phase

spectrums as given in Table 8, Appendix B. The 95 percent

confidence limits for soil heat diffusivity were:

For gain:

8.8 < K < 26.9 cm 2 /hr

For phase:

12.1 < K < 49.1 cm 2 /hr

The confidence intervals for the system constant

from gain and phase are much wider than for the analytical

data. The dominant effects are the lower value for coheren-

cy caused by some heat transfer by moisture transfer and the

reduced number of degrees of freedom caused by the eight-day
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record versus the 50-day record for the analytical data.

The results suggest that better system identification is

necessary by collecting data from a system that more nearly

satisfies the assumptions of heat transfer by conduction

and of constant diffusivity with depth and time.



SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Analyses of time distributions of temperature gener-

ated by an analytical model and measured for a soil were

made by frequency domain analysis using time series analysis

and by time domain analysis using numerical convolution. The

objective was to use time series analysis and numerical con-

volution for system identification and numerical convolution

for system simulation. System identification and system

simulation were achieved from arbitrary time distributions of

input. Previous methods of analysis involved the assumption

that the time distribution of the input and output were si-

nusoids. An alternate method using the finite difference

form of one-dimensional, partial differential equation for

heat flow gave approximately the same results as numerical

convolution. Finite difference solutions require careful con-

trol of the space and time measurements of temperature to

insure solution stability.

Procedures for time series analysis established a

confidence interval for the system frequency response func-

tion which, by certain assumptions, can be transferred to a

confidence interval for the system constant. The confidence

interval is a measure of the accuracy by which the system

constant has been determined or the system identified.

104
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Soil heat diffusivities of 14.7 cm 2 /hr from time

series analysis and 14.8 to 15.2 cm 2 /hr from numerical con-

volution are similar to values of 15.1 to 16.6 obtained from

analysis of segments of the record before and after irriga-

tion anclusing amplitude and phase plots, which assume sinus-

oids, and by the finite difference method. The confidence

interval for the diffusivity for gain was several hundred

percent reflecting the reduced coherency between input and

output caused by the heat transfer by moisture transfer

which was not considered in the model. The results from the

analytical data resulted in excellent identification of the

soil heat diffusivity and a two percent range in diffusivity

defined by the confidence interval.

The conclusions are:

1. Time series analysis can be used for system

identification for arbitrary time distributions

of input and output. When one dominant fre-

quency is in the input then the analytically de-

fined frequency response function is used.

2. Confidence intervals from the system transfer

function from time series analysis can be used

to measure the adequacy of system constant de-

termination.

3. Numerical convolution can be used to determine

the system constant and for simulation of the



soil heat transfer subsystem using arbitrary

time distributions of input.

4. Soil moisture status and soil heat transfer

by moisture transfer must be defined to ade-

quately describe the soil heat transfer sub-

system.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

This analysis was based on a linear, time-invariant

soil heat transfer subsystem with zero or constant initial

condition. Much greater flexibility in the use of numeri-

cal convolution would be achieved by starting numerical con-

volution with an arbitrary initial condition. Carslaw and

Jaeger (1959, P. 357) give the solution for the equation of

heat conduction for an arbitrary initial condition plus the

convolution integral for an arbitrary surface temperature.

The effect of an arbitrary initial temperature can be ob-

tained by numerically solving the integral for the arbitrary

initial condition. The arbitrary initial condition would

permit evaluation of a constant diffusivity, with only a few

hours of temperature data. Discrete changes in diffusivity

could be used to simulate a time-varying system by numerical

convolution.

Time series analysis may be used to investigate the

transfer function for surface layers of soil where the dif-

fusivity varies with depth and the heat transfer is non-

linear. The approximation of the non-linear heat transfer

process by an equivalent lumped, linear process may be pos-

sible. This is important as it would permit the simulation

of the total soil system by a two-layer equivalent system.
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The coupling of heat transfer by conduction and heat

transfer by moisture transfer by simultaneous defining equa-

tions would permit greater flexibility and provide more in-

formation on the status of the soil subsystem. This approach

was used in defining the ET system and seems to provide means

for simulating the transfer of energy in the soil-plant-air

continuum.

The application of the procedures with some modifi-

cations to each subsystem of the previously defined ET system

seems to offer the opportunity for a better understanding

of the system and the means for developing a general simula-

tion model for evapotranspiration.



APPENDIX A

RESULTS OF TIME SERIES ANALYSIS OF

SIMULATED SURFACE AND S - CM TEMPE RATURES
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TABLE 3

Autocovariances and cross covariances for sim-
ulated surface (X) and soil (y) temperatures.

Lag

Autocovariances Cross Covariances

Input-X Output-Y XY YX

6 3.20o0oE+61 1030442E+01 1.84000E+01 1.84000E+01
1 Oe -5.10600E-02 8.79120E+00 - P.88000E+00
2 •'3,16800E+01 -1.29138E+01 -1.82160E+01 - 1.82160E+01
3 0. 5.10600E-02 -8070240E+00 8079120E+00
4 3,13600E+01 1027833E+01 1.80320E+01 1080320E+01
5 00 -5.10600E-02 8,61360E+00 - 8.70240E+00
6 ..3010400E+01 -1026529E+01 -1.78480E+01 - 1.78490E+C1
7 Oe 5.10600E-02 -8.52480E+00 8.613(0E+00
8 3.07200E+01 1.25224E+01 1.76640E+01 1.76640E+01
9 00 ..5.10600E-02 8043600E+00 8.52490t+00

10 -3.04000E+01 -1.23920E+01 ...1,74600E+01 1.74800E+01
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APPENDIX B

RESULTS OF TIME SERIES ANALYSIS OF

10- AND 15-CM TEMPERATURES, LOCATION

I, DAVIS, CALIFORNIA, FROM WIERENGA (1968).
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TABLE 6

Autocovariances and cross covariances for
10-cm (X) and 15-cm (Y) soil temperatures,
Location I, from Wierenga (1968).

Lag
Autocovariances

Input-X	 Output-Y
Cross Covariances
XY	 YX

0 2013606E+01 1.28248E+01 1.55039E+01 1055039E+01
1 2010934E+01 1026771E+01 1058317E+01 1048250E+01
2 2.04801E+01 1.23965E+01 1.59107E+01 1040070E+01
3 1096425E+01 1020216E+01 1058026E+01 1031056E+01
4 1.86331E+01 1.15702E+01 1055425E+01 1921447E+01

5 1.74791E+01 1910548E+01 1051469E+01 1011426E+01
6 1,62046E+01 1004874E+01 1.46294E+01 1001163E+01
7 1.48336E+01 9087927E+00 1040034E+01 9008160E+00
8 1033930E+01 9.24168E+00 1032837E+01 8005515E+00
9 1,19095E+01 8058547E+00 1.24653E+01 7005249E+00

10 1004067E+01 7.92155E+00 1016242E+01 6,06742E+00
11 8091561E+00 7926017E+00 1007169E+01 5,17238E+00
12 7045513E+00 6061095E.00 9078001E+00 4031917E+00
13 6.04855E+00 5.98281E+00 8.82964E+00 3053647E+00
14 4071449E+00 5.38364E+00 7088203E+00 2063108E+00

15 3046907E+00 4082000E+00 6095061E+00 2020780E+00
16 2.32535E+00 4029764E+00 6.04869E+00 1066681E+00
17 1.29371E+00 3082051E+00 5018874E+00 1021406E+00
18 3.80677E-.01 3039135E+00 4.38117E+00 8.40315E-01
19 -4011553E-01 3.01056E+00 3.63353E+00 5043177E...01

20 ”1008411E+00 2067793E+00 2095111E+00 3,17843E+'01
21 -.1.64102E+00 2039191E+00 2033662E+00 1.59010E-01
22 -2.08967E+00 2.15044E+00 1079015E+00 6e0582E..02
23 -2043678E+00 1095119E+00 1.31014E+00 1080810E''OP.
24 -2.68641E+00 1.79195E+00 6095035E-01 2.95347E"'02

25 .-2.83962E+00 1 167153E+00 5043481E-01 9049054E.+02

26 -2.89322E+00 1058942E+00 2055701E-01 2015790E-01
27 -2.64509E+00 1.54532E+00 3.22419E-'02 3091487E - 01
28 -2069329E+00 1.53914E+00 .°1025545E-01 6.20064E - 01
29 .-2.43343E+00 1057047E+00 ..2.15406E-01 9001427E - 01

30 0.2.06513E+00 1063856E+00 -2035586E-01 1023193E+00
31 -1059135E+00 1.74215E+00 .- 1085022E - 01 1060569E+00
32 ..1.01786E+00 1087908E+00 -6041162E-02 2001641E+00
33 -.3053505E-01 2004634E+00 1.25406E...01 2045441E+00
34 3.91576E6..01 2.24023E+00 3060532E01 2091087E+00
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TABLE 6--Continued 

Autocovariances and cross covariances for
10-cm (X) and 15-cm (Y) soil temperatures,
Location I, from Wierenga (1968).

Lag
Autocovariances

Input-X	 Output-Y
Cross Covariances
XY	 YX

35 1.20491E+00 2.45622E+00 6.97603E-01 3037530E+00
36 2007160E+00 2068915E+00 1,07202E+00 3,83680E+00
37 2097445E+00 2.93320E+00 1049723E+00 4.26413E+00
38 3089615E+00 3018207E+00 1096543E+00 4.70640E+00
39 4081771E+00 3,42886E+00 2046691E+00 5009184E+00

40 5.71954E+00 3.66642E+00 2.99131E+00 5042878E+00
41 6058066E+00 3.88709E+00 3.52724E+00 5.70544E+00
42 7037883E+00 4.08312E+00 4.06228E+00 5.91077E+00
43 8009016E+00 4024678E+00 4058258E+00 6.03407E+00
44 8069272E+00 4037063E+00 5007379E+00 6.06660E+00

45 9,16399E+00 4.44767E+00 5,52127E+00 6000030E+00
46 9,48302E+00 4047136E+00 5.90975E+00 5083036E+00
47 9,63365E+00 4043664E+00 6022451E+00 5.55533E+00
48 9.60670E+00 4 0 33991E+00 6.45280E+00 5,17800E+00
49 9,39777E+00 4.17943E+00 6.58396E+00 4070417E+00

5Q 9,00944E+00 3.95598E+00 6061073E+00 4,14395E+00
51 8.45016E+00 3067235E+00 6.52883E+00 3.50963E+00
52 7.73505E+00 3033338E+00 6033810E+00 2081604E+00
53 6,88293E+00 2.94544E+00 6,04215E+00 2.07806E+00
54 5.91542E+00 2,51596E+00 5.64780E+00 1.31098E+00

55 4,85471E+00 2,05271E+00 5.16361E+00 5.29416E...01
56 3,72314E+00 1056406E+00 4,59977E+00 +.2.52284E-01
57 2,54415E+00 1005893E+00 3.96715E+00 +.1001927E+00
58 1.34177E+00 5 0 46451E+.01 3027872E+00 .-1075828E+00
59 1.39181E...01 3058413E.+02 2054857E+00 +.2.45734E+00

60 +.1.04070E+00 -4.64420E...01 1.79131E+00 +.3010607E+00
61 +.2.17639E+00 .09,46593E-01 1002270E+00 -3.69578E+00
62 +.3025175E+00 -1.40362E+00 2055972E-01 +.4021961E 4.00
63 .+4.25149E+00 +.1,82944E+00 +.4096697E.+01 -4.67262E+00
64 +.5.16065E+00 .-2.21888E+00 -1 ,22213E:+00 +.5005170E+00

65 •.5.96878E+00 -.2056822E+00 +.1090824E+00 .+5035717E+00
66 +.6.67009E+00 +.2.87566E+00 ..2054570E+00 ..5059169F+00
67 +.7,26474E+00 +.3.14123E+00 +.3012877E4.00 ..5076015E+00
68 +.7.75691E+00 +.3036560E+00 +.3065545E4.00 .5.86828E+00
69 -8.15046E+00 -.3.55025E+00 +.4,12444E+00 -5.92131E+00
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TABLE 6--Continued 

Autocovariances and cross covariances for
10-cm (X) and 15-cm (Y) soil temperatures,
Location I, from Wierenga (1968).

Lag
Autocovariances

Input-X	 Output-Y
Cross Covariances
XY	 YX

70 .8.45088E+00 69687E+00 ..4.53462E+00 .5.92492E+00
71 -8.66378E+00 -3,80792E+00 -4.88648E+00 9.5.88269E+00
72 '..8079288E+00 .,.3088526E+00 -5018102E+00 .., 5.79590E+00
7 3 .8.83957E+00 ..3•93018E+00 -5.41961E+00 .'54,66460E+00
74 ..8.80301E+00 .+3,94372E+00 '.5e60353E+00 .-5,48828E+00

75 -8•68077E+00 ..3092632E+00 -5073279E+00 ..5.26663E.00
76 ...8047122E+00 -3087824E+00 -.5.80773E+00 •'5.00007E+06
77 -8,17243E+00 .3.79913E+00 5e82727E+00 .'.4.68966E+00
78 -.7.78204E+00 -3,68953E+00 . e78884E 4.00 f°4033752E+00
79 -7.30141E+00 -3055025E+00 ..5e69128E+00 -3.94769E+00

80 ..6,73274E4-00 -3.38252E+00 .5,53422E+00 0.3.52465E+00
81 ..=6o08055E+00 .3.18835E+00 -5.31741E+00 .-30075 -25E+00
82 -.5.35302E+00 "2.97060E+00 -5.04187E+00 •!206075E+00
83 ..4.56236E+00 -2.73328E+00 .-4.71109E+00 P-2013135E*00
84 -3072106E+00 -2048077E+00 ..4032943E+00 ..1.65636E+00

85 ..2084414E+00 ..2.21836E+00 ..3.90233E+00 .1.19437E+00
86 ..1.94078E+00 .+1,95214E+00 -3043654E+00 .. 7.47831E"°01
87 ..9.67255Ern01 -1.67255E+00 -2092636E+00 .-2058734E01
88 1009658E-01 ..1.31111E+00 -2.31253E+00 3.17616E..01
89 1.17972E+00 -9.19698E01 `P14, 64462E+00 8.67924E-01

90 2019706E+00 -5.32796E01 .9,58063E.-01 1.35356E+00
91 3.13556E+00 -1.64674E-01 e'2.71735E-01 1.76013E+01
92 3097279E+00 1.73714E-01 3097577EK.01 2.07800E+00
93 4,69018E+00 4,73381E-01 1,03418E+00 2.30147E+00
94 5,27325E+00 7026975E..01 1.62346E400 2.42806E+00

95 5.71011E+00 9.28957E-01 2.15250E+00 2,45706E+00
96 5.99289E+00 1,07560E+00 2,61014E 4 00 2.39074E+00
97 6.11862E+00 1,16469E+00 2.98682E+00 2.23442E+00
96 6.08861E+00 1.19575E+00 3027554E+00 1.99521E+00
99 5.90824E+00 1.17010E+00 3.47199E+00 1.68195E+00
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TABLE 6--Continued

Autocovariances and cross covariances for
10-cm (X) and 15-cm (Y) soil temperatures,
Location I, from Wierenga (1968).

Lag
Autocovariances

Input-X	 Output-Y
Cross Covariances
XY	 YX

100 5.58715E+00 1009015E+00 3,57384E+00 1,30547E+00
101 5.13844E+00 9.59843E-01 3.58180E+00 8.77531E..01
102 4,57709E+00 7.84356E-01 3,49894E+00 4.10044E"01
103 3.92038E+00 5.69499E-01 3.33016E+00 .8.44024E"02
104 3.18648E+00 3.22074E-01 3.08264E+00 .5.93791E.01

105 2,39473E+00 4.87046E.02 2,76445E+00 .1.10613E+00
106 1.56414E+00 2,43196E.01 2,38520E+00 "1.61043E+00
107 7,13360E.01 .5.46406E.01 1,95557E+00 .2.09660E+00
108 .1.40132E"•01 .8053914E.01 1.48663E+00 42.55583E+00
109 .9.79978E.01 .1.15896E+00 9.89628E'+01 .2098019E+00

110 .1,79136E+00 .1.45528E+00 4,75707E...01 .3.36320E+00
111 .2,56175E+00 .1.73735E+00 .4045719E.02 .3 , 70030E+00
112 3428124E+00 .2,00035E+00 .5.61225E.01 .3098910E+00
113 .3.94262E+00 2.24097E+00 "1,06594E+00 .4 , 22930E+00
114 .4,54058E+00 .2.45639E+00 1055090E+00 .4.42154E+00

11 5 .5,07193E+00 .2.64498E+00 .2,00987E+00 .4056751E+00
116 5.53499E+00 '42.80575E+00 .2043791E+00 ..4.66906E+00
117 .5.92923E+00 ..2.93839E00 2.83069E+00 . 4.72841E+00
118 .6.25435E+00 ..3.04284E+00 °3.18537E+00 . 4.74682E+00
119 .6.51042E+00 .3,11967E+00 "3.49973E+00 . 4 , 72512E+00

125 .6.69760E+00 .3016884E+00 .3.77213E+00 i-4. 66 386 E+O n
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

A, B	 - constants

A	 - smoothed cross amplitude spectrum estimatexy

- arbitrary constants, subscripted

CPH	 - cycles per hour

- smoothed spectral estimate of the power spectrum

D - operation notation, dx
G	 - gain function

G	 - smoothed gain function estimate

H - the operator on input to produce a response or

the sytem transfer function

I
o	

- modified Bessel function of zero order and

first kind

K - air heat diffusivity

- soil water diffusivity

K
E	

- vapor diffusivity in air for evaporation

K
o	

- modified Bessel function of zero order and

second kind

K or K	 - soil heat diffusivity

K
T	

- vapor diffusivity in air for transpiration

- smoothed squared coherency function
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K 2
xy	 - theoretical squared coherency function

K1	 - derivative of hydraulic conductivity with

respect to moisture content

- number of lags

xy	 - smoothed cospectrum estimate

- truncation point for lag window

- number of discrete data points

- period of sinusoidal temperature

Qxy	 - smoothed quadrature spectrum estimate

RN	 - net radiation

- smoothed spectral density function estimate

SD	 - standard deviation of convolution computed

temperature from measured

SS	 - sum of the squares of the differences between

analytical and convolution computed temperature

T a	 - average temperature

T .	 - air temperatureair

TD	 - convolution computed temperature

TDM	 - measured temperature

TM	 - analytically computed temperature

To	 - initial temperature

T(o, t)	 - temperature at x = 0 as a function of time

T - surface temperatureS

7S (p)	 - surface temperature as a function of frequency

Tsoil Or T - soil temperature
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T(x,p)	 - temperature as a function of space and frequency

X	 - input to a system

population mean estimate

X - variable relating surface variables that define

evapotranspiration

W(u)	 - lag window for smoothing

Y	 - response to an input

- autocovariance function estimate, subscripted

d	 - denotes total derivative

eE	 - specific humidity of air for evaporation

e o	 - initial specific humidity

eES	 - specific humidity for evaporation at the soil

surface

e TS	 - specific humidity for transpiration at the

plant surface

eT	 - specific humidity of air for transpiration

f,F	 - frequency, 1/P

fo	 - fundamental frequency

h	 - system impulse response

- the imaginary number, /717

iw	 - imaginary part of Laplace transform or complex

frequency, w = 27/P

j,k,u,v	 - discrete time

1	 - even cross covariance estimatexy

- Laplace transform parameter for time and

equals a + iw
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- odd covariance estimatesxy

gr	 - volumetric flow per unit length of root, the

transpiration rate per unit length of root

- radial distance from root

- autocorrelation function estimate

ro	 - outer radius of root

t,T	 - time

- vertical distance

x,y	 - used as subscripts and refer to properties of

the time series of input, X, and time series

of output, Y

- quadrature spectrum

11)	 - odd part of covariance functionxy

- phase spectrum

(I)	 - smoothed phase function estimate

(PA	
- phase angle for alignment

A	 - theoretical cospectrum
xy

- even part of covariance function
xy

- denotes partial derivative

- mean of discrete values of population

- 
correlation function, subscripted xx or yy

designates autocorrelation and xy or yx desig-

nates cross correlation

- theoretical power spectrum when subscripted xx

or yy and cross power spectrum when subscripted

xy
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oroot
0 soil

o o

- autocovariance function, subscripted xx or yy

designates autocovariance and xy or yx desig-

nated cross covariance

- soil moisture content for radial flow

- soil moisture content for vertical flow

- initial soil moisture content

- surface soil moisture content

0*	 - transformed moisture content

G*	 - transformed surface soil moisture content

xy
	 cross amplitude spectrum

a	

- 

real part of the Laplace transform, p

A	 - sampling interval

AT	

- 

amplitude of a sinusoidal temperature

AT	 - amplitude of the surface temperature

- constant equal to 3.1416

- bar over a variable indicates Laplace transform

- integral sign and the symbol for integration

- indicates Laplace transform
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